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W. W. Bledsoe
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A theorem proving program has been written in LISP which attempts to speedup automatic
theorem proving by the use of heuristics. Some of these heuristics are of a general nature,
applicable to the proof of any theorem in mathematics, while others are designed for set
theory. Their effect is to break the theorem into parts which are easier to prove. The proof
of these parts is then attemptedby resolution. Resolution, when used, is relegated to the job
it does best, proving relatively
assertions.
This program has been used to prove a large number of theorems in set theory, many of
which would be impossible (because of lime and storage restrictions) by current resolution
methods.

1. Introduction

The procedures described here represent an attempt to speed up an automatic
theorem proving routine by the addition of heuristics. Some of our heuristics
are of a general nature, applicable to the proof of any theorem in mathematics; and others arc designed for a particular area of mathematics, namely
set theory. Their effect is to break, the theorem into parts which are easier
to prove, and to attempt to prove these parts by resolution.
These heuristics are embodied in a LISP program called PROVER [I],
PROVI R has as its principal subroutine a program written by Morns \2] and
based on E-resolution [3.4]. This E-resolution program proves theorems in
first-order predicate calculus with equality. Y\ t -. refer to this E-rcsolution
program as RESOLUTION in the remainder of this paper. Vctuallv. any
complete resolution program, with equality substitution, would serve lhe
purpose of Rl SOLI 1 lON here ln the remainder of this paper, the program
PROYLR will be referred to as '-the program'
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The program makes a number of attempts to simplify and break up the
theorem to be proved before sending it to RESOLUTION. In Section 2 we
briefly describe the principal features of the program. These features are
further illustrated in the examples given in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5
we comment on the strengths and shortcomings of this system, and on
automatic theorem provers in general, and list some plans for future work.

SPLITTING AND REDUCTION HEURISTICS

TABLE I
SPLIT CONVERSION TABLE
INPUT

1. (A A B)
2. (A « B)
3. (ALLx^W)
4.

2. The Program

The program accepts as input a theorem to be proved and a list ofreference
theorems. These reference theorems, from which the theorem is supposed to
follow, are sometimes referred to as "axioms". It calls on two main subbefore calling on RESOLUTION. Addiroutines. SPLIT and
tionally, the program employs novel methods for substituting equals, and
equivalents, and other devices.
2.1. SPLIT

SPLIT is general in nature in that it is- equally useful in all areas of mathematics. For example, a theorem of the type
is divided into two theorems, A and B, which are proved separately. Also, a
theorem of the type
A *-+ B
to

A)
-* B) A (B -*
which in turn is divided into {A -* B) and {B -» A). Even this simple
heuristic greatly increases the speed of the theorem prover. Some other
2
functions of SPLIT are given in Table I. For example, the expression
(p v a _> A) is converted by rule 7 to the two expressions (p -* A) and
an
(q -> A). Since rules 6 and 7 (in conjunction with 1) are very
attempt is made to reduce formulas lo these forms. For this reason a special
subroutine. OR-OUT, tries to convert formulas of lhe type (A -> /)) lo the
D) to
type (p .' if -> D). For example, il converts ( i a (B v C) "
C). which
D), and ((A " B) ♦C) to ( A v B
(M a B) v (A a C)
rules
7
and
I
'.plit
by
are then
(A

-

-

-

2
Hen- and throuchoiti the papci the expressions '(ALL > /'< w>" and (SOMI » /><*))
mean fc a" >/"<«< and "foi ome x Pix)" respectively. The symbol "</*' denotes the
i
is interpreted i irut rhc symbol "0" denotes tlw empty set and is
umvei
-" A V
interpreted is falv We a urn' thi following order of strengths ofconnectives:
et)
A(y
/'))
>
C)"
'(((.<
Fhus,"(.v A A x
Ii ►
means
O".
"<
>■
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5. (p-*(A^ B))
6. (p -* A A B)
1. (pv q -+ A)
8. (A -> ALL x P(x))
9. ((SOME* PC*)) -> Z>)
10. (x=y-+ P(x, y))

OUTPUT
Two Theorems, A and B
(A->B)A (B-+ A)
P(x)
U, if Ais identical to B,
(A =B) otherwise
(p A A -* B)
(p-+A)A(p-+ B)
(p-+A)A(q~* A)
(A -* P(y)), where yis a new variable
(P(y) -> D), where yis a new variable
P(y, y), if xis a variable.

2.2. REDUCE
REDUCE is a set of heuristics designed specifically for set theory. Certain
combinations of predicates are always changed to others. For example, the
subformula
(te(An B))

A aB

is changed

57

is always reduced

to

(t c A) a (/ c B).
This has the desired result of pushing the logical connective, "a", to the
"outside", i.e.. making it the main connective. As a result, SPLIT and
RESOLUTION can more easily operate on it. Also, it eliminates the need
for another axiom to perform this particular reduction, thereby lessening
the storage problem as well as increasing the speed of resolution. Several
such reductions are made by
some of which are shown in
Table II. 3
REDUCE and SPLIT work well together in breaking theorems into parts
which are easier to prove. For example, a theorem of the type ((r c (A v B))
-* /)) reduces to {(teA v t c B) -» /)) and then splits to ('(/ c A)
D) and

—

SPLIT and REDUCE were designed lo perform the kind of operations
thai are habitually done by mathematicians in proof-making. For example.
if a human is proving a theorem o\' the type (A *-> B). he almost always will
do it by cases, first (A -. B). then (B < 4). Also, if he is io prove that
(/ 1 (i n B)), he usually thinks o\' showing that (/ c 4) and that (/ t B).
Fhe usual notation of set theory is used with sonic exceptions. The expression "(SNG
or "singleton v" denotes the set whose onlj member is v. "(Ex l\\)V denotes the set of
< such that l'{\): "(SH A)" moans the sol of all subsets of A oi "the power sot of i"\
"al " denotes the union of members of I finis oF t x (SOME v(v i vl).
Artificial Intelligence 2 (1971), 55 77
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TABLE II
REDUCE CONVERSION

Se(Anß)
Se'Avß)

Se(~A)

T-

"
«/-*)

SeAASeB
SeAvStß

~(SeA)ASeU

-

SczAASeU

(0-yO

SeExi>(.v)

P(S)ASeL/

~ M V /»)

r

sco

2

0

Vzß
A

Ay

,A.ve,)

f,

_

y

W
W -0

M

SeSP.,4

*

OUTPUT

input
INPU

proof.

~ALL^

»£^

~0
Cc ,nß

(Cc^ACcß)

.lußcC

(SNGCc/0

o

McCAiicO

.

/(VO

2.3. Substituting Equals for Equals
handling of equality axioms If
Another major part of PROVER is its
f
» iom hOW are WC t0 makC
and other procedures
E-resolution.
[s],
becrcm' Of course. Paramodulation
the equably problem
solving
of
were rod ced for the expressed purpose
slow proving real
very
logic. But all such methods tend to be
theorems from mathematics.
manage to prove theorems
Question: How does a relatively slow human
ye he
answer, we
involving equality, with such apparent ease? The
In
w,l
a
human
example,
in the limited use of equality substitution. For
obtainable
proof
is
logical
where a
never replace equals by equals in cases
attempts to identify the situations
program
This
wihmsh
This becomes particular!)
an equal-substitution would be profitable.
For example, suppos
dfcrivc in conjunction with SPLIT and REDUCE.
trying to prove T(A). Instead ol changing
we have an axiom (A = *)and are
1(A) into
T(A) to T(B). we first (if possible) split
T„(A).
T,(A).TAA)
replacing A by A and only change
and -v ..» Prove each /,(,<> without
theory has show, that
which no proof is found. Practice in *l
bose
provable with no such replacement Sec.
a larae percentage ol the r,M)arc
(A'uSNG.V),nLxamp..4,

"first-order

T=B) E

:

2.5. Timelimits
One of the typical experiences with RESOLUTION programs is that they
"blow-up" on hard theorems; that is, a theorem is usually proved quickly
or not at all. For this reason our use of RESOLUTION is controlled by a
tight timelimit. RESOLUTION may be called many times in the course of a
proof, but each such call is kept short. If the timelimit is exceeded, then some

(C«iOv(C#U)

v

U

° "VI

-

" Ires
be^

There

Replacement.

hA)L
?„fexar;rthe%ep.ac.memofSCSßA'by
Section 3.
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2.4. Substituting Equivalence
Another major point is PROVER's handling of axioms of the type
(A «-> B). These are handled in a manner entirely similar to the handling of
axioms of the type (A = B). Again this follows the practice of human
provers. It places a large extra burden on RESOLUTION to include an
axiom of the type {A *-* B) that is not essential to the proof. Often one
simple replacement in the theorem of A by B (or B by A) will suffice, and the
corresponding axiom (A -^ B, A = B) can be dropped from the resolution

TABLE

OUTPUT

INPUT

SPLITTING AND REDUCTION HEURISTICS

other action is tried before it is called again. If all else fails, then RESOLUTION is allowed a larger timelimit, but this seldom produces a proof. For the
sake of completeness, one could set an infinite timelimit for this last
RESOLUTION run. but we feel that this would add very little to the actual
ability of the prover.
Several other devices are employed in
such as the following:
Replacing = by

cz

If the formula being proved is of the form (A = B). i.e., the main connective
is "= ". then it is replaced by (.4 c B a B cz A) which is split into the two
theorems (A c B) and (B c A). Similarly a formula of the type (p -* A = B)
is replaced by (p -* A c B) and (p --» B cz A).
On the other hand, an " = " appearing in other parts of a
such
as in
(a**b-*A)
(I)
is not treated in this manner. Equalities which are not m lhe "main"
positions of the theorem tend to be more useful in the (a = h) form than the
(a c b a b c a) form. However, sometimes one o\' these equality units is
later brought to the mam position by the actions of SPLIT and REDUCE,
and then converted.

Rephn ing c by c
At a later point in the program, formulas o\ the type (.-I c B) and (p -■»
A c />') are replaced by (ALE t (t t A -» t c B)) and (/> -» (Al L / (t c A
-»
I c B))) respectively. Again this is done onl\ for a "c" in the mam positions
of a formula.
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It is unwise to replace immediately all subformulas of the type {A = B),
and (A cz B) by (ALL t (t eA <-> t c B)) and (ALL t(teA -> teB)) respectively,
because this tends to clutter up the problem, and obstruct the substitution
of equals for equals. However, as a last resort PROVER makes these
replacements.

2.6. Built-in Theorems
The program has a few built-in theorems, such as,
(0 c A), (0 c U), (A cz U)
which it uses

to simplify proofs.

(0

is reduced

c:

Thus, for example, a formula of the form

A) a (B^ A) a (0e U)

to {B -* A).

2.7. Induction

Induction (cither finite or transfinite) can be handled by the proper use of
reference theorems (see Example 4 below). However, we prefer for most
problems to hold off the use of induction until other procedures have been
tried. Thus an induction light is employed by the program to regulate its use.
When the induction light is "on", a formula containing the symbol "co"
(the set of all non-negative integers) is processed by PREP-INDUCTION
which tries to convert it into the form
which is then converted to

New -» <p(N)
the two formulas
0(0)

and
(New a <£(#)- </>(SCSR A))

(1)

which are proved separately. Double induction can be effected since the
functions of the program are recursive. In the induction step (1). all free
variables of cj>(,\') are universally quantified (e.g., (11l 2) of Example 3).
A further discussion ol' induction is given in Section 4
2.8. Control

The use of these various heuristics and of RESOLUTION is controlled In a
which tries lo guide the program to a proof.
subroutine called
Figure 1 describes the actions of CYCLE and of PRE-CYC 1 I which calls it.
PKI (Mil (I MM)
I. Produce and print a new theorem number.
2. Sol Induction light lo Oil.
3. Call (XII (THM).
Artificial Intelligence 2 (1971), SS 77
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CYCLE (THM)
1. Call REDUCE (THM).
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Call SPLIT (THM).
If THM is trivially true, return "TRUE".
If THM has the form (A A B), call PRE-CYCLE (A) and PRE-CYCLE (B). a
If THM has the form (A = B), call CYCLE (A cz B a B cz A).
If THM has the form (P-> A = B), call CYCLE ((/> -* A cz B) a (P -* B cz A)).
If the Induction light is ON and THM contains oj, try induction. (See Section 2)
Call RESOLUTION.

If RESOLUTION finds a proof within its given time limit, return "TRUE".
Try using an axiom of the type (A = B) or (A ~JB) to substitute equals or substitute
equivalents in THM. (See Section 2). If such a substitution can be made, recall
CYCLE (THM).

11. Ifthe Induction light is
turn it ON and call CYCLE (THM).
12. If THM has the form (A cz B), call CYCLE on (t £ A ~+ t c B).
13. If THM has the form (P
-* AI c B), call CYCLE on (P -* (t c A -*■ t c B)).
14. Replace in THR each occurrence of a subformula of the form (A cz B) by
(/€ A -*■ 1 6 B)), and recall CYCLE (THR).
15. Replace in THR each occurrence of a subformula of the form (A - B) by
(t eA —1 6 B)), and recall CYCLE (THR).
16. Return 'FAILED TO FIND A PROOF".

(ALL
(ALL t

Fig.

1. Functional Description of CYCLE and PRE-CYCLE.
Note that a theorem of the type (A a B) is actually split by CYCLE rather than SPLIT.
SPLIT only tries to convert theorems to the form (A a B).

"

3. Examples of Computer Proofs
The program has been used to obtain proofs of a number of theorems from
set theory. We now explain the computer proofs of four of these theorems
and show parts of the computer printout.
Example 1
((SB AnSB B) = SB (.f nB) (no references)).
(1)
Since the main connective is " = ", (1) is changed to
([SB .4 n SB B] cz SB( 4 n B)) a (58(.4 n B) cz [SB .4 n SB B])
(2)
which is converted by SPLIT into two theorems;
([SB A nSB B] c 58(.4 n B))
(\ \)
remains as the current theorem to be proved and
(SB(4 n B) cz [SB .4 n SB B])
(\ 2)
is retained to be proved later.
SPI IT and REDUCE produce no changes in (1 I), and it cannot be
proved b> RESOI UTION. Ii is converted by CYCLE to the equivalent
form.
(t c [SB 4 n SB B] -* t c SB[ 4 n B]).
"})
Rl DUCE then converts the subformula
Ie [SB 4 n SB B]
Artificial
s
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(((2

into

tc

and converts

and then

SB A a

t c SB

B,

into t<= A a te U,
teSB A
into tcz B a tell,
teSB B
t c SBL4 nß] into /c(4n B) a

An Bh converted into t <= A a
In this manner REDUCE converts (3) into

|((
[(

'

1

t cz

*
*
11. SIM nSB B

Axiom 3

(SB A)

(SB (a A B))))>

(SB B)>

t

T-UNIT SET TO
1 .?00O000O0F*l
THFOPFM STEP TO HF PPOVFO

<= B.

(a

(=

(4)

(SB

A)

(SB B))

(SB

(a A B>>)

(SB

(a A B>))

(1)

CYCLE THFoPEM
(=

(a

(SB A)

(SB

R))

=

GOFS TO SUBSET ANP SUBSFT
CYCLF THFOPEM

(a

a

(SI)BSFT (a (SB 6)
(SB A) (SB R) )) )

(SB 8))

(SB

(a

A

B) ) )

(SUBSFT

(SB

(a A R)>

THM AMP-SPLITS
(i

i)

CYCLE THFOPEM
(SUBSFT

(SB A)

(a

(SB B>)

(SB

(A

A R)))

(SB B))

(SB

(a

A

B)>)

(SR B))

(SB

(a A

B>>>

(SB B)l

(SB

(a

A

R)))

PFSO THFOPFM
(SUBSET

(a

(SB A)

AXIOMS ANO
NOT LOGICAL THM
CYCLE THFOPFM
(SUBSET

(SB A)

(a

PESO THFOPFM
(SUBSFT

(a

(SB A)

AXIOMS AMP
LOGICAL THM
CYCLF THFOPFM
(->

(a

(a

a (SUBSFT

(SUBSFT TFU A)
A) (SUBSET

TFU

(UNIV))

TFU B))

(SUBSFT
(UNIV)))

(a

TEU

B)

(UNIV)))

(A

THFOPFM IS
(UNIV)
(1

?)

CYCt F THFOPFM
(SUBSFT

(SB

(a

A B)l

(a

(SB A)

(SB

R|)|

CYCt.F
(a

(SUBSFT

(SB

(a A B>)

(SB A))

(SURSFT

(SB

(a

a

Bl)

(SR R)))

THM AMP-SP! I
(

1

? 1
F

)

M

(SUBSET

(SP

(a

A H)

)

(SB A) )

(SUBSET

(SR

(a

A R))

(SB A))

Fio 2. Computer output of proof of Example I

/* L'

SB{A n B)
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1) is complete.
which is recognized as true, and the proof of (1
to be proved and
theorem
current
The program now takes (1 2) as the
This completes the proof of (1).
proves it in a manner similar to the above.
Fig. 2.
The computer output for Example 1 is given in
would
require three reference
A proof of (1) by RESOLUTION alone
theorems and a lengthy deduction, as follows:
Axiom 1. (a «= P ALL t(t c a ♦- t c (I)).
Axiom 2. (t c a n b <-» / c a a teb).
Axiom 3. (/ 6 SB X~ t <= X a / c U).
B
SB(/1 n B))].
Theorem. [ALL A ALL B (SB A n SB =
These are converted into the clauses:
I. «#/?vf£<xVfe/3
2,«#|vf6«v»^
Axiom
3. y =-. (i v t0 c a v /„ c P
4. a = P v / 0 <f « v 'o i P
5. t i a n b v / c a
Axiom 2
6. ttanb v teb
i
/Ejniv/F«vl
f
7.

*

(=

F-RES SET TO
fe

.

X. (01UX I c
V 16 <
9. rjlSB
10. te SB v / 4- -V v

14)

5

bu
T
to
U
U
linis
te
REDUCE continues by converting the subformula
be verified for ft wh.cn are
legidmate because the formula (3) needs only
by the computer to help it
members of U. A special symbol, TEU, is used
recall that (TEU c U) is true.)
In this way (4) is converted to
(5)
B a U)].
[(t cz A a U a t cz B a U)-^ (t cz A a t cz
the
in
is
conta.ned
The program notices that each part of the conclusion
hypothesis, so (5) is replaced by

,

37

APRIL 1970 VFPSION
K-OEPTH-LIMIT

C^Al6[/A(cfiAr6(/)-('C/fA/cBA(e U)].
by RESOLUTION
he formula (4) could now be easily proved

—

(
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NO AXIOMS ANn
NOT LOGICAL THM
CYCLF THEOREM
(SUBSET (SB (a A
PESO THEOREM
(SUBSFT (SB (* A
NO AXIOMS AND
NOT LOGICAL THM
C

B))

(SB

B>)

(SB A))

,f

TFU

(SUBSFT
<-> ,a
) (UNIV)))
-> a GOES
THEOREM IS

A)

SPLITTING AND REDUCTION HEURISTICS

-

((2 133 1) (jc £co SCSR x c co))
((2 92 6)
(SCSR x= x v SNG jr))
((2 12)
(* c -» jc c £/)).
Since the main connective is " = ", (1) is converted into two pans, with
(oj cz ooj)
(|
as the current theorem to be proved ;

*>>

(SUBSET TFU B» (UNIV))

<*

(SUBSET

{aco cz co)

TFU

-> AND ->

(UNIV)

U 2

2)

CYCLF

THEOREM

(SUBSFT

(SB

(a A B>)

RFSO THFOREM
(SUBSFT (SB (a A
NO AXIOMS AND
NOT LOGICAL THM
CYCLE THEOREM
(SUBSFT (SR (a A
RESO THFORFM
(SUBSFT (SB (a A
NO AXIOMS ANO
NOT LOGICAL THM
C
{
)

(SB

B>>

B))

(SB B))

B) )

<SB B>>

B) )

(SB B>)

.l \l cf .SUBSET

(SUBSET

TEU

TFU

B,)

lUMIVII <* 'SUBSET TFU

->

28157

alone ,s a long and
Obtaining D from these 11 clauses by RESOLUTION
predicate "c appears m
process, which is especially so because the
a prime candidate for matching.
20 of the 27 literals and thus becomes

tedious

Ex am I'll 2
(io

With reference theorems
((2 92 6I)4 (ac U-» ,vc SCSR

(I)

= avy).

cz

to)

(12)

—
—
—- —
tea)

is somet.mes wrtHen as

,

(3)

(SOME .v(.v eta a tex) —t e a)
t c co).
(x c a a t c x
(4)
Again RESOLUTION fails. The program now considers induction.
It detects a chance for induction, and converts (4) into
(.v c a
(t c x
t c co)),
which is now converted into the two subgoals
(teO
tea)
(12 1)

and

(v eco a Al.l s(s c.v-♦ ,v 6 co)
Expression (I 2 1) is converted to

a))*'

theorems in (7).
* These numbers referencexr
or -the successor
and is defined as ix \J SNG r).
Intelligence 2(197^1), 55 77
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(t c aa
which is then converted to

2. Concluded).

.STJ,SLon-(SC-SR

(12)

is retained to be proved later.
I. SPLIT and REDUCE produce no change in (1 1) so it is sent to RESOLUTION which is unable to prove it within the allotted timelimit.
Next the program tries to substitute equals or equivalents from the
reference theorems, but finds no such substitution possible. It then converts
(1 1) into
(/ c oj -» / c aco)
which is converted by SPLIT to
(/ c co -> SOME a(.y eco a te x)).
(2)
The program now calls on RESOLUTION which easily proves (2) with the
aid of (2 133 1), (2 92 61). and (2 12).
11. Now the expression

converted to

(UNIV)

Fig.

])

is taken as the next theorem to be proved. SPLIT and REDUCE produce no
change in it and RESOLUTION cannot prove it within its timelimit. so it is

(UNIV)))

-> a GOFS TO -> AND
THEOREM IS

65

(0

-♦

>(l€

SCSR .v -» t c to)).

(\ 22)

/ c. a)

V

I

which it delects as "true".
Artifiei.il
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Expression (1 2 2) is converted to
(r £ SCSR x a x £ co a ALL s(s c x -> s c co)

*

-> t £ co)

-tea)
((e(xuSNG.v)A.vew...
i?)
—tea)
(Uex v t = x) a xeco...
program
But
instead
the
which could be easily proved by RESOLUTION.

two subgoals
uses OR-OUT and SPLIT to convert (5) into the
(12 2 1)
(texAxecoA ALL s(s x -» s c co) -* t c co)
(12 22)
(f.xAxecoA ALL s(s 6 x -s 6 cb) -* te a)
(12 2 2)
Expression (12 2 1) is proved by RESOLUTION, and expression
is converted to
(f co a ALL s(s c t -» s c to) -» t c co)
contained in the
for which the program detects that the conclusion is
hypothesis.
computer proof of
This completes the proof of Example 2. Parts of the
Example 2 are shown in Fig. 3.
not only different
Example 2isTheorem 2. 1 34 of [7]. The computer proof is
natural. The program
from the proof given in [7] but. we feel, more direct and
quickly reduced (1) to its essence, namely
(4)
(xeto a t ex -> te to)
"humanlike" in
which it had to prove by induction. In this sense it acted
problem"'.
the
getting to the "nub of
Example 3
(2 132 1) (co c Q)
with the reference theorems
(£> =E x (ordinal-is a)))
((2 92 5)
(ordinal-is N *-* (oN cz N a wellordcred-is N a ALL x ALL y
((2 92 3)
(X € N A V 6 N -* (X CZ .><<-> A" E )')))))
((2 121)
(x c. r <-* (a- e= ya x >")))
(x SCSR v <-> xeyv(x = y a y e U)))
((12 05)
((2 132 2) (Nea-*NtN*N* SCSR JV))
((2 1 32 3) (/ewA.v6M^.vA.vc/A(4 x))
((2 1 32 20) (x c <"> -» wellordered-is x))
(crO = 0)).
((2 24 43)
here will be kept brief
descriptions
The
(I)
(to c (>)
(/C
-» f 6 (?)
(2 92 5)
(it co » f€ E x (ordinal-is x))

a wellordered-is
(It o <at ■
a ALL v ALL y(xet a yet-* (xc
(t c o> -* at c I a wellordered-is
a (ac / a ye t -* (v <= f <-+ a < .i ")))
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'

'

.

.y

*-.

v ey)))

(((2 134) (= (O^EGA) (STGMA <O"EGA)))>>
(■ (SCSR X) (V > (Skg >) ) )
(-> (EL X (UMVI) (FL
(SCSI- »))>
(-> (EL X (OwEGM) (EL (SCSP X)
(OMEGA)))
(-> (EL X A) (El. X (L'NIV)))
NO TO STOP

(2 l>2 3)

APRIL 1970 VERSICK
K-DEPTH-LIMIT

5

E-RES SFT TO

"T*

T-UMT SET

TO

3.000000000
Theorem step Tr
(*

(OMEGA)

(SIG'A

re provec
(CEGA)))

(1)

CYCLE THEOREM
(■

(CMEGA)

(SIG^A (CMEGA)))

■ GOES TO SUBSET ANC SIFSFT

CYCLE THEOREM

(a (SUbSET
(OMEGA) ) )

(OMEPA)

(SIGM

(CKE^A)),

(SUBSET

(SIGMA (0l»EGA))

Tt"M AND-SPLITS
(1

1>-

CYCLE THEORFM

(SUBSET (OMEGA)
RESO THEOREM
(SUBSET (OMEGA)

(SIGMA

(CvEGO))

(SIGMA

(CmEC-A)))

/////START-RFSO' UTICN/////
10780

RETLRNED WITHOI T PROOF
CYCLE THEOREM

(EL TEU (OMFGAI)
TEU G00C21 ) ) ) )
RESC THEOREM
(-> (EL TEU (OMtf-A))
TEU G00021) ) ) )
(->

(SC*E

CCC^PI <*

(FL

6*0021 (Omec-M)

(fL

(Sr>E

GCO?2I

(rl

6"0021

(OMEGM)

(FL

/////ST ART-RE SOL UTICN/////

IIIE:lt:tsE::r:i

EMPTY-CLAUSF-FOl.N.r
■■iititimaiiciti

1
20SS7
(1

2)

CYCLE THECWFM
(SUHSET

RFSC

(SIG^A

'Ck-FPA))

(OFC-4))

(OMFPA))

(C>-FCA>)

THfOPEM

(SUBSET

(SIGMA

/////START-WESOi

Eio. 3. Computer output of proof of Example 2.
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9932
RtTLRNEO -ITHOI T FCOOF
C C £ T E
SC ME GOOU. <* <ELCOOIU

, .; «

(El.

TEuGOOIU)), (EL

(CMFGA)))

TEU

(ALLCTItD-TIME-LIMIT-EXCEEDED 22884 MSEC U S EO>
SUB= AND SUR<->
FROM AXIOMS
CYCLE THEOREM
(-> (a (EL TEU (v KPOOOt (SNG NOOOOD))
(EL NoOOCI (OMEGA))
<*
(ALL GOOlB2 (-> (EL GOOlB2 NOOOOD (FL GOOlB2
(OMEGA)))))) (EL

.STcSYolni" «««.n, .et teu «.imi

«l t«i tc««»n

TEU (OMEGA)))
CYCLE THEORFM

.VVTiTcou*

(«> (a (v (EL T*U NCCOOD (a (r TEU K0OCC1) (Un.IV)))
NOOOOI (OMEGA)) (ALL GOCIP? (-> (EL GOOIF2 NOOOOl) (FL
(OMEGA)))))) (EL TEL (OMEGA)))
OR-> GOES TO -> AND ->
THM AND-SPLITS

$?& XuT.Sut

-OMEGA,

(IL TEU 60011,))

<EL TEU (CMFGA,,)

ccrteoi

««.

««.

teu ooout.)

t«« .cmm-i

/////SIAPT-HFSOI UTtCK/////

C

,V

CYCLE THEORFM

"

>

"

(->

eO.SaToOOOl)

l

(EL

TEU ,e

< et-

"

w,n

CCO 0 1

/////START-RESOLUTION/////

<* 000^2 (OMEGA),)))

(EL

anO-SPLITS

T^-m
2

(1

1

TEU GOom
(OMFGA)))

%,; fS.M«

2 1)
CYCLE THEOREM
(-> (a (EL TEU N0CC01) (A (EL
NOOOOI (O^EGa)) (ALL 600182 (->
(EL GOOlB2 NOOOOl) (FL C-00182 (OMEGA))))))
<fL TEU (OMEGA)))
RFSO THEOREM
(-> (a (EL TFU N00CC1) (a (EL
NOOOOI <o>-EGa>> (ALL GOCIB2 (->
(EL GOOlB2 NOOOOl) (FL GrOlP? (OMEGA)))))) (El TEU (CMEGA)))

,2*52 MSEC U.FO)

(EL

«"*«»>

1

■ItESSSSBSIISSBIB

EMPTY-CLAUSE-FOl ND

1)

e theorem

UF>O),

(El TEU
<->
cm c theopfm

(EL

1

TEL lOMEGA,,)

12v2<)

,;>

(ZERO) (EL TEU (OvtGM),
ThECR^.m is
(U' IV)

,a (ELvnOOM (CMEGA,
GoulB2 (OMtGA))))' ( -'

'!>

-> GOE^

nr

CYCLE THEORFM

-

.nnlP22
LL rCO

,El

Itu

(->

R

<^>

(EL GOOIP2
rooi))

,a

(FL

C

(OmEGA),

(a

„.,,,«

,«

(Fl

NlfCOl (OMFGA))
l?

(OMt

UTTft ////»

(EL

TEL

GI-01E2

(UNIV,,

NOfCOl)

(EL

(a

(EL

600182

NOOOOI
lOMEGA)

(OMEGA), (ALL
)>)> ) (EL TEU

EOUI-UMTS-REPLf CF
(a

00272
(OMtGA)
(ALL
(EL TFU

(a

(a
(->

(OMtGA) ) )
(a
(->

,

(=

(EL

)

NcKOni NOOCCI) (UNIV)) (a (EL NOOOOI (CMEGA), (ALL
Gi-027? NO00C1) (FL G00272 (O.'FC-A) ))) ) ) (EL NOOOCI

CONCLUSION IN i-YP
Theorem is
(UNIV)

UVdl3

.«.»»».
:;;.r,x;x""xx"!vx^>
,>
/////STAPT-RFSCH

,

(->

00182
(->

„.„,,,
NOCOOI
,mSm""i. '.JCiSW «0^A,,,,»,

(OW-6A) )
R> SO THFOREM

|CMW)

"»

CYCLE TMEOPFM

,

2

(12

(1 2 2)
CYCLE THEOREM
C
( ->
(EL

(El

CCOIP2

(12

(rcLOTTEO-TIME-lIMT-EXCEErEC

£ S SE°Sson»
TRY INCUCTIOs

(a

(ALL

.«

««

evalcucte
ALT

:

END CF EVAI.OUOTF. VALUE IS
Fin. V

(concluded).

22> «4
I

kj

J. (continued)
<W/^//w<wc-2(J971),55
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(II)

y))
(X / A y E / A t 6 CO -» (X <=
-♦
xe
y)
y
(III) (x e f a y e f a f e co axe
.}'««

-

- -*

y.

(1111)

6 «J
(X £ t A }' £ / A X <= }' A X ¥= )'
(/ £
c
x
y
y)
(X £oay£oaxczy a x #
(OAOAXcyAX#y-»xe y)
(NULL HYPOTHESIS)
(0 -» x c y)

(1112)

(NetoAALLaALLb(aeNAbeNAaczbAa*b-+aeb)
JVAX<=yAX/y-*xey))
-(xc scsr N

a ye scsr

(induction step)

co a
(x £ scsr TV a y e scsr A a x c y a x y a TV £aeb) x£y)
-»
a
6ALL a ALL 6(0 c A' a be N a a c 6 a /
x£
y)
a
x
c
y
-^
((x A v x = A) a (j' c A 7v y = A)
r ax c y
-xey)
(xeA' a (ye A' vy = A )
(X£A A y£A A xc:y A X#y A AECO A

*

(111 21)
(111211)

...

...

'

(112 122 1) (yeN a Ney -xyt y)
(proved)
(112 122 2) (y =N a Ney
x=£ y)
(NeN A
-» x # A')
(NULL HYPOTHESIS)
(112 2)
(x r a y e / a t c oj a x c y -» x c y).
The proof of (1 12 2) parallels the proof of (112 1) except for
(112222 1) {yeN a Ney a Neto a
ALL a ALL b'ae N a be N a aeb-*ae=.b)-*xczy)
which is proved using (2 132 3).
(12)"
((eco-+ff(cr a wellordered-is /)
(121)
(t eoj -* wellordered-is /)
(follows from (2 132 20))
cz
(122)
(t c to
t).
at

...

(xe/Ay6(A/6coAxcyAX#y->xey).

INDUCTION

INDUCTION

(122 1)

(122 2)

ALLfIALLK«£'VA/)e^AflcUfl^^fle6)^«)')

(proved)

(111212)

(11l 22)

(1 1 1 221 )
(111 222)

...

a ...-xey)
(x =N a (ye/Vvv=JV) Axcy Ax#y a Aeco
Asy)
oj a
a
A
a
y
((yeN v v = N) a A c y A #
e
A
-y)
co
a
(y £A'aAczyaN y a A
(FOLLOWS FROM (2 1 32 3))
-♦ Ney)
(r =AaAcv a A #y a Aeco a

(112 1)
INDUCTION

(112 11)
(112 12)

...

- -

(NULL HYPOTHESIS)
x
y)
<=
(x t a y e / a l c to
A X £)'
X <= y A X # ))
C A
£
(X / A
>'
(xc <ayefa f c co a x ey -» x?* y)

(A ± A
(112)

... ... ...

(122 21)

(xeA a>- =A a xey... -xey)
A
X 6 TV)
A AX # AA A
(.v g A A X
(conclusion IN hypothesis)

*

A

A

A E A)
a xc y

.

(null HYPOTHESIS)
x # y)
(x eoayeoaa c v
(X6scsr Nave scsr N A xey ANe to
x y)
fe)
a ALL a ALL b(a eN a beN a aeb -» a #
(induction step)

-

*

etc.

...

-x# y )
A ) aaeya A c co A
-+ x ?* y)
((yeN v y = A) a A 6 y A Ne co a
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...

(ieto-*(x6i Aye<-*(xc .y«->xey)))

.
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...

-

(aO czO)
(follows from (2 24 43)
(N £coaaNcz N -> a scsr Ncz scsr N)
(induction step)
(A c to a oN cz N -» (r £ a scsr Nt -* t c scsr .V))
(Neto a aN <z N -* (SOME x(x e scsr TV a lex) -> t escsr.V))
(A c co a er,T cz N -» (x c scsr W A t 6 X -+ / 6 scsr A))
(x £ scsr N a t ex a N c to a aN <= TV -» | c scsr A)
(xeA At ex a Neto
a aN c A' -+ (r e N v I = A))
(x £ A a t c x a N c to
a ALL s(s c aN
s c A) -* (t c N v / = A'))
c
A
a
t
c x a A co
(x
a ALL ,?(SOM E y(y c N a se y) -* s c A) -> (t c N v t = A))

—

(proved)

(122 22)

(x = A a / c x a A c to a aN c A -» (t c N a t = A))
(/ c A a A c co a <tA cz N ~» (I c TV v i = A'))
(conclusion in hypothesis)
This completes the proof of Example 3.
It can be noted that the computer proved 19 subgoal theorems in proving
(2 132 1). This number would have been even larger if (2 132 20) had not
been given as a reference theorem. Example 3 exhibits the program's ability
to implement
break into natural subcases, and apply induction.
In fact most of these 19 cases would be necessary for a human prover.
On the other hand, the proof given by the computer was extremely
dependent on the inclusion of reference theorems (2 132 2), (2 132 3), and
(2 132 20). This weakness is discussed in more detail later.
Examim I 4.
(co

=

to

n SB co)

(1)
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With reference theorems
(Oeco)
(2 133 1 ) (x 6a -» SCSR x £ to)
(2 133 4) (co = S <-» 0e S a S<= co a ALL x(x eS
(2 133 0)

-

SCSR x £ S))

(induction axiom)

(2 12)

(xeA-xeU)

(2 24 27)

(A nB cz A)
(SCSR x= x v SNG x).

(2 92 6)
An outline of the computer proof follows
(1)
(to = con SB co)
[0 £ (to n SB to) a (oj n SB oj cz oj) a
ALL x(x eto n SB to- SCSR x £ co n SB oj)]
(by induction axiom (2 133 4))
(1 1)
a
n
(oj
SB co c co)]
[0 £ (to n SB to)
(11
1)
(0e con SB co)
(Oeco a OeSBco)
(0 c co a (0 c co a 0 c U))
(Oeoj a (U a U)).
(It knows that 0 c X and 0 c U are true.)
(RESOLUTION
(0 c co)

(2 1 33 0))
24 27)) (I 12)
(2
(RESOLUTION,
(co nSßwc co)
n
(1 2)
ALL x(x c co n SB co -♦ SCSR x c to SB co)
oj
SCSR x c n SB co)
(x c co n SB co
[(x c oj a x £ SB co)
(SCSR x c oj a SCSR x £ SB co)]
A X E U)
[(X E A X
-» (SCSR x £ co a SCSR x c oj a SCSR x c U)].
(12 1)
A XE V
SCSR X E U)
(X £ A X
(2
133 1 ), (2 12))
(RESOLUTION
(x £ co a x c co a x E U -» SCSR x c co a SCSR x c co) (1 2 2)
(12 2 1)
(x c co AxczwAxeU- SCSR x co)
(2 133 1)
(12 2 2)
SCSR x c co).
(x co a x c co a x c V

-

-

using

-

-

A "long" resolution would succeed, but instead SCSR is replaced.
co)
(x ctoAxcztoax U -» (x v SNG x)
(
-» (a c co a SNG x c a)))
10 A v c U -* (x C.
A (A £
V x 4 ("))
(x 6
A X

...

((

l)\(

1I

IV IN

SIS).

This finishes the proof ol (11. It should be noted that even though SCSR v
was converted to (x v SNG x) in the proof ol (I 2 2 2). it remained SCSR v
in the other parts. I his feature speeds the proof
Artificial Intelligence 2 (1971), 55 77
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4. Comments
It would be grossly misleading to claim great success for this theorem proving
program, even in set theory. A large number of theorems in [7] have been
proved, but many, including several hard ones, have not.
Some of these
can be attained by minor extensions but others will
be more difficult to
handle.
The principal merit of the present program is its ability to divide a hard
theorem, which is not practically provable by existing resolution programs,
into several easier ones. But this ability, which is really an overall planning
capacity, is still severely limited.
There is a real difference between doing some mathematics and being a
mathematician. The difference is principally one of judgement: in the
selection of a problem (theorem to be proved); in determining its relevance;
in choosing reference theorems to help prove the given theorem; in selecting
techniques for use in the proof; in knowing when to abandon one line of
attack in favor of another, perhaps using as evidence information derived
from the attempted proof; in knowing when to pro\e a convenient lemma;
in knowing how to restructure the proof- into a more lucid form once a
proof has been
in knowing how to balance the search for a proof
with the search for a counterexample. It is precisely in these areas that
machine provers have been so lacking. This kind of judgement has to be
supplied by the user, and hence the system is in reality a
man-machine
system. Of these failings, one of the more serious is the referencing problem.
The computer should be able to bring to bear "all it knows" (all definitions.
axioms, and previously proved theorems) in the proof of a
given theorem.
But if one attempts a resolution proof on a large number of formulas, the
result is the production of a glut of irrelevant clauses and sure
even
when the best known search strategies are used. Thus a crucial part of a
resolution proof is the selection of the reference theorems by the human user;
the human, by this one action, usually employs more skill than that used by
the computer in the proof.
The program described here also suffers from these shortcomings. Thus.
in Example 3, it was most convenient to have the particular reference
theorems that were given because they led to the proof as indicated. A
different set of reference theorems would have yielded a different proof or no
proof, and too large a set would have lead to no proof at all.
We believe thai an automatic referencing program can be made for parts
of
mathematics which would select from a large list of theorems those relevant
lo the proof at hand. This selection procedure should, we believe, work in
conjunction with a theorem prover and should take place as the proof
unfolds.
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4.1. Induction

pro vers
Induction remains a challenging problem for automatic theorem
Lor
hypothesis.
induction
because of the difficulty of choosing a successful
example, the theorem
(/ c co a xet -* x cz t)
induction hypothesis
can be proved by induction using the "regular"
(xet x cz t),
but the theorem
(tetoAO^AAA^t- A x A)
requires an induction hypothesis which quantifies A. i.e.

-

(£ )e

ALL A(o^ A a Acz t-

<

However,
novvevei. the

-

(£ x )
A

A).

theorem
vU
let)
(?eco a A cz t a tet
from
fact
follows
(1)
yields to neither of these. In
(tea- tit)
hypothesis
which can be proved by induction using the "regular" induction
mt

un.vivm

ability to select an induction
Any successful program must have the
Usually this means
induction.
the
carry
hypothesis general enough to
It
is desirable to have
step.
at
required
each
apparently
proving more than is
theorem without excessive
the induction hypothesis arise naturally from the
program can often
computer
a
that
searching We feel but have not shown
considering a few
first
by
hypothesis
to derive a good induction
be
thereby disand
hopefully
A
3.
«
2,
1,
N
=
special cases- A = 0. A =
ones.
covering the dependence of the theorem at one A, on previous
his limited
for
application
as
an
Darlington [10] has treated induction
the
induction
of
There,
selection
the
higher order resolution program.
[ 0]
reported
has
He
cycle.
resolution
hypothesis is done by matching in the
also
method
will
this
apparently
but
successful results with this technique,
hypothesis IS required,
experience difficulty where a more general induction
human
user.
that hypothesis is supplied by the

made*

unless

4.2. Type Symbols
by this program. Thus in
A limited number ol "type" symbols are used
"AOOOO2 etc., have
"A/00001,"
Lxamnles 2 and 3, the induction variables
program uses this
Die
integers.
an " V" prefix to show that they are positive
is used in many
L"
"II
symbol
facl to simplify its computations. Also the
dropping ol the
allow
the
p, ates for sets' which are members ol I . which
with, lor
symbols,
type
subformula "II U( V".\ xtensive use of othci such might greatly simplify
etc.,
10,
complex,
example prefix XV for real. /'
77
55
2(1971),
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automatic theoremproving, because the symbols themselves carry information
which would normally be added as extra hypotheses.
4.3. Higher Order Logic
This program has a limited higher-order logic capability which seems to he
adequate to prove most of the theorems in [7]. This capability is realized
through the use of schematic substitution when replacements are being made
from reference theorems. For example, lhe reference theorem
(ALL x (y -* ux) (y ALL x ux))
can be used to replace the subformula
ALL / (x oj t c co)

—— -

by

(x £ co -► ALL t (t c to)) ;
the
reference
theorem
and
(t Ex ux <-> v/ a t U)
can be used to replace
A £ Ex SOME y (y e Q a x c y)

by
(SOME y (yeQ a Ac y) a A c U).

This last example is also handled automatically by a "built-in" pari of
REDUCE.
It seems clear that any effective theorem prover for ordinary mathematics
must employ some kind of higher order device which searches for predicates.
Techniques such as those described in [1 1] and [10] may be needed, but it is
hoped that the use of other heuristics can greatly reduce the search time.

4.4. Reduce and Split inside Resolution
Some theorems cannot be efficiently handled by PROVER (as described
above) because REDUCE is not called inside the call to RESOLUTION.
For example, in resolving the following fully reduced set.

.

1 P(x) v (t ex)

~

2. P(A n B)
3.
(r eA) v
(/ £B)
we obtain a new clause

-

~

4. t e(A nB) from 1 and 2.
II we were able to perform REDUCE and SPLIT inside RESOLUTION,
then 4. could be reduced and reel a used into the two clauses
5. t c- A
6. te B
which would easily combine with 3 to produce
3, 5
7. (/ c B)
8. D
6. 7.
Artificial Intelligence 2 (1971), 55-77
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formula
Of course, we could include the

„,

he e, of ou,

te(Anß)^teA a teß
such proof, M .his would add
axioms

clauses
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.„ S.hree new

[t (A n B)} v teA
~~[te(Anß)}v
teß

Also Nilsson and Fikes, in their STRIPS program [12], have combined problem solving
techniques with automatic theorem proving concepts to good advantage; and Norton [13]
has used a variety of heuristics to greatly speed up proofs involving equality.

~(teA)v ~(*eJ) v te(Anß),
the proofconsiderably
which would complicate and
om
as o wheth«
This raises the further question
PROVER. such as SPLIT,
Jhc

lengthen ««

A. P. Morse's language as described in A Theory of
[7], has been used as the underlying language of this program. Although written for pure mathematics (and much of it
before the advent of high speed computers), this language is amazingly suited to this
purpose. His notation is quite compatible with
and his theorems and definitions
can be used with little or no translation. However, this program handles theorems from
any source which are written without ambiguity .

Iver is of course

.

, SPLIT
by
proof.
TT ran
can he effected inside
of cpl
Incidentally, most of the functions
applying the following theorem.
first-order
oj
6 tc r nnd C areola
-Z
andC t are clauses and Sis a set
Theorem. IfCt
ana c 2 nave
predicate calculus and t)
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